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We demonstrate theoretically that the temporal structure of high harmonic x-ray pulses generated with
midinfrared lasers differs substantially from those generated with near-infrared pulses, especially at high
photon energies. In particular, we show that, although the total width of the x-ray bursts spans femto-
second time scales, the pulse exhibits a zeptosecond structure due to the interference of high harmonic
emission from multiple reencounters of the electron wave packet with the ion. Properly filtered and
without any compensation of the chirp, regular subattosecond keV waveforms can be produced.
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The quest to capture dynamical processes with ever finer
time resolution on time scales associated with processes in
atoms, molecules, and more recently of electrons is one of
the motivations behind the development of ultrashort light
pulses [1–11]. Over a decade ago, the femtosecond barrier
(1 fs ¼ 1015 s) was broken by generating isolated atto-
second pulses and pulse trains of high harmonics of a
fundamental Ti:sapphire laser [12–17]. The shortest light
pulses to date are produced as a broad coherent spectrum
of high harmonic radiation that results from the extreme
nonlinear interaction of intense femtosecond lasers with
atomic or molecular gases. Attosecond pulses and pulse
trains are then obtained by using a filter to select the
highest spectral contributions, which are spontaneously
phase locked [12], that support pulse durations <100 as
[16,18]. Isolation of a single attosecond pulse from the
train has also been reported recently [19]. From the uncer-
tainty principle, the minimum pulse duration that can be
achieved using this scheme scales inversely with the width
of the coherent spectrum.
At the single atom level, the underlying mechanism
from which high-energy photons are generated is surpris-
ingly simple [20,21]: an electron is first removed from the
atom by the laser field and then driven back to the parent
ion when the sign of the field reverses. Upon rescattering,
the electron can recombine, releasing its kinetic energy in
the form of high-order harmonic radiation. Since the maxi-
mum return energy of the electron scales with the square
of the laser wavelength, it has long been understood that
the maximum harmonic photon energy should quickly
increase using longer-wavelength driving laser pulses
[22]. However, at this single atom level, it is also known
that the probability of rescattering and, hence, the
efficiency of high-order harmonic generation (HHG) rap-
idly decreases with increasing driver laser wavelength.
Fortunately, this decrease in the single-atom efficiency
can be balanced by favorable phase matching at high
pressure and long interaction length in the keV photon
regime [23–27]. Thus, bright coherent keV high harmonic
x-rays can be generated, provided midinfrared (mid-IR)
driving laser pulses are used. Both experiment and theory
confirm that the bandwidth of high harmonic x-ray emis-
sion driven by mid-IR lasers is enormous—spanning keV
bandwidths that, in the Fourier limit, are sufficient to
support single-cycle few attosecond pulses [26,27].
However, theoretical predictions also show that this limit
is currently not reached, because the harmonics emerge
with a large chirp leading to longer bursts, of femtosecond
duration [27]. Although the predicted phase of the HHG
emission is smooth, compensation of this attochirp in order
to generate few attosecond (or even subattosecond) pulses
would be challenging.
In this Letter, we present a new and realistic route for
breaking the attosecond barrier that is very attractive in its
simplicity because it does not require that the chirp of the
x-ray bursts is compensated. Our calculations show that the
temporal structure of high harmonic x-ray pulses generated
using mid-IR lasers differs substantially from those gen-
erated using near-infrared lasers, especially at high photon
energies. In particular, we show that although the total
temporal width of the x-ray bursts spans femtosecond
time scales, they may exhibit a fine structure arising from
the interference of x-ray emission due to multiple rescat-
tering of the laser-driven electron wave packet with the ion.
X-rays emitted as a result of the first rescattering can
interfere with x-rays generated from electrons liberated
during earlier half-cycles of the laser field that then reen-
counter the ion multiple times (see Fig. 1) [28]. With
the use of few-cycle long wavelength 9 m lasers, these
interferences form a regular high-contrast interference
pattern with subattosecond durations. The waveform,
which corresponds to a 1 fs long envelope modulated at
up to 1.3 exahertz frequencies, can be sculpted simply by
using thin metal filters of various thickness and by
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adjusting the pulse duration and carrier-envelope phase of
the driving laser.
Calculating high-harmonic spectra driven by mid-IR
lasers is a challenging task, because the excursion of the
electron wave packet in the laser field scales with the
square of the laser wavelength (). For very long wave-
length driving lasers, calculations are time consuming and
challenging even for the single atom case, whereas calcu-
lations including propagation are beyond state-of-the-art
theory. We use the recently developed SFAþ approach
[29], which is an extension of the conventional strong field
approximation [30–33] (see the Supplemental Material
[34]). Figure 1 shows the results of an SFAþ calculation
for high harmonics from helium driven by a laser of
wavelength  ¼ 3:9 m and peak intensity 3:6
1014 W=cm2 [similar to the recent demonstration of effi-
cient generation of keV harmonics [27]]. The laser pulse is
of the form sin2ðt=2pÞ sinð2ct=Þ with pulse duration
(FWHM) p ¼ 37:4 fs (2.9 cycles). The high-frequency
part of the spectrum, assuming that the harmonics pass
through a 0:1 m thick Al filter, clearly extends into the
keV region [see inset in Fig. 1(a)]. The envelope of the
corresponding electromagnetic field, which consists of a
carrier wave at 1 keV photon energy, is represented in
Fig. 1(a) (dark blue line: intensity, light blue line: phase).
The results show that the x-ray emission is overall
composed of bursts with temporal widths of about 2 fs.
This temporal structure has the same physical origin as
the attosecond pulse trains obtained using near-infrared
laser wavelengths [35–39]. The long durations of the bursts
are a consequence of the increased attochirp associated to
the wider time interval in which energetic electron recol-
lisions take place for longer driving laser wavelengths.
Interestingly, the attochirp is predicted to decrease as
1, which for a fixed HHG bandwidth would correspond
to shorter x-ray pulses as we go to longer mid-IR laser
wavelengths [40]. However, the generated phase-matched
HHG bandwidth increases as 1:7 [25,26,41], which effec-
tively leads to the emission of chirped x-ray bursts of
femtosecond durations. To enhance visibility, the time
resolution for the phase derivative has been chosen to ave-
rage the additional fast oscillations that appear in the pulse
train envelope, which will be discussed below. Therefore,
the slope of the phase derivative contains coarse-grained
information of the pulse chirp, which is regular [27] and
is well explained by the temporal distribution of the short
and long trajectories at the first recollision of the electron
wave packet with the parent ion.
Most interesting is the fine structure of super-high-
frequency oscillations that appears on some of the femto-
second HHG bursts. These structures are not observed
using near-IR driving laser wavelengths around 0:8 m
and only appear when mid-IR driving fields are used. In our
simulations, they appear gradually during the interaction
and mainly influence the femtosecond x-ray bursts gener-
ated on the trailing part of the mid-IR pulse. As we will
show below, the increasing contrast of the oscillations
leads to the splitting of these femtosecond bursts into
waveforms of a few attoseconds [or even hundreds of
zeptoseconds (zs)] in duration.
The physics underlying these high-frequency modula-
tions can be explained with the aid of the time-frequency
analysis shown in Fig. 1(c). This plot shows the correlation
of the HHG emission time with energy and, superimposed,
the kinetic energy of the electrons at the moment of
rescattering resulting from a classical trajectory analysis
(dots). The three series of dots correspond to HHG emis-
sion from the first, second, or third consecutive rescatter-
ings of the different electron trajectories with the parent
ion. Examples of the classical trajectories leading to the
three rescatterings are shown in Figure 1(b) for the HHG
emission at 71 fs. The appearance of a fine structure in the
FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Envelope of the x-ray bursts (dark blue line) and group delay (light blue line) obtained using a 3:9 m
wavelength laser. The HHG spectrum is shown in the inset, whereas in the panels below the spectral content of each burst is shown.
(b) Schematic of the driving field and an example of the interfering trajectories contributing to the fs burst at 71 fs. (c) Time-frequency
analysis (logarithmic scale). The dotted lines represent classical calculations of the electronic rescattering energies of trajectories with
different rescattering orders.




x-ray pulses is connected with the increase in relative
strength of the HHG emission from the second and third
rescatterings of the electron wave packet with the ion, as
the driving laser wavelength is increased. Interference
structures will become significant if the relative weights
of HHG emission from the first and subsequent rescatter-
ings are comparable. This occurs on the trailing edge of the
laser pulse, where the efficiency loss associated with elec-
tron wave packet spreading for the second and third rescat-
tering events is compensated by the higher ionization rate
present when that electron is liberated into the continuum
(which is closer to the peak of the mid-IR laser pulse). The
different contributions to the multiple rescatterings are
shown in the lower panels in Fig. 1(a), where we plot the
spectral content of each fs burst. Note that the relevance
of higher-order rescatterings for strong-field processes at
longer wavelengths has been recently described in other
contexts as well [28,40], although the possibility of
harnessing the resulting interferences to manipulate the
temporal emission of HHG was not realized.
Next, we show that the contrast due to HHG emission
from interfering multiple rescattering events is significant
enough to fully modulate the femtosecond x-ray bursts into
a waveform of extremely short keV modulations, in some
cases with attosecond and even subattosecond durations. To
this end, we present in Fig. 2(a) the detailed structure of one
of the femtosecond x-ray bursts originating at the tail of the
mid-IR pulse. The temporal structures of the bursts obt-
ained by using Al filters of different thicknesses [Fig. 2(c)]
0:1 m, [Fig. 2(d)] 0:5 m, and [Fig. 2(e)] using a 0:1 m
Al filter combined with an artificial high pass filter are
compared with each other. The results clearly reveal the
full modulation of the femtosecond burst into a waveform
of beats of about 5 as in duration for this particular case.
Note that the beating structure is not regular [Fig. 2(c)]
if there are HHG contributions from multiple rescattering
processes. A more regular waveform can be obtained by
increasing the thickness of the Al filter such that only the
contributions of two rescatterings can interfere [Fig. 2(d)].
As expected for an interference pattern, the time between
two consecutive bursts is given by T ¼ 2=E, whereE
is the energy difference between the two dominant ener-
getic contributions (here arising from the first and the third
rescattering). Finally, suppression of all but the first rescat-
tering events [Fig. 2(e)] leads to the disappearance of the
fine structure, which unequivocally demonstrates that the
interference effects are the origin for the attosecond fine
structure in the femtosecond x-ray bursts.
We can now identify two conditions for the generation of
atto- or zeptosecond waveforms using this approach: (i) the
interference of two—and only two—electron wave packet
rescattering events in order to form a regular modulation,
and (ii) comparable strengths of the two contributions to the
HHG emission in order to achieve good contrast. Both
requirements can be met using few-cycle mid-IR driven
pulses—even without tailoring using filters [as done in
Fig. 2(d)]. The short duration of the driver pulse acts as a
temporal window, restricting the number of rescattering
events, while their relative efficiency can be controlled
using the carrier-envelope offset (see the Supplemental
Material [34]). With this understanding, using classical
trajectory analysis we perform predictions for the width of
the beats in the waveform (T=2) as a function of the wave-
length of a 1.5-cycle (FWHM) driver laser in Fig. 3(a). The
intensities of the driver pulses are chosen to match those for
which optimal phase matching is observed experimentally
[41]. Our predictions show that the attosecond barrier will
be broken for mid-IR wavelengths of about 7:7 m.
For our simulations, we considered a driving laser
field of the form sin2ðt=2pÞ sinð2ct=þCEOÞ with
wavelength ¼9m, intensity 3:4 1014 W=cm2, pulse
duration p ¼ 43 fs (FWHM), and carrier-envelope offset
CEO ¼ =8 [see inset on the upper left of Fig. 3(b)].
The results for the generated HHG spectrum (inset on
lower left) and the envelope of the electromagnetic field,
after transmission through an 0:2 m thick Al filter, are
shown in Fig. 3(b). There are two femtosecond bursts
emitted, and the second burst is fully modulated into a
zs waveform. In comparison to a 4 m driver laser (shown
in Fig. 1), for a 9 m driver laser, the spectral cutoff
increases to 8 keV, whereas the number of x-ray bursts
FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Detailed structure of an x-ray burst
from the tailing edge of the keV pulse train shown in Fig. 1.
The spectrum of the selected burst is shown in (b) for Al filters of
0.1 and 0:5 m thickness. Plots (c) and (d) show a magnification
of the temporal structure for the two Al filters, respectively,
whereas (e) corresponds to the x-ray field obtained by selecting
only the highest frequency contributions to the spectra.




emitted is smaller, as expected due to the few number of
cycles in the laser field. Our method shows that it is
possible to control the contrast and the duration of the
zs waveform by changing the carrier-envelope offset of
the laser pulse (see the Supplemental Material [34]).
In Fig. 3(b) the value of the carrier-envelope offset of the
laser pulse is chosen to optimize the relative weight of the
two rescattering contributions for the second burst (inset on
right) and, hence, the contrast of the modulations in the
waveform. Thus, the HHG emission has interferences
from only two rescattering events, each with comparable
efficiency, and as a result, a zeptosecond waveform is
formed [see Figs. 3(c)–3(e)]. The atto-to-zepto chirp asso-
ciated with the temporal distribution of each of the two
rescatterings leads to the emission of shorter keV beats
(0.72 as) on the leading edge [Fig. 3(c)] and longer beats
(1.32 as) on the trailing edge of the burst [Fig. 3(e)].
A complete simulation of the HHG process needs to
include propagation in order to take into account phase-
matching effects. For such long wavelengths (9 m),
computing HHG propagation is not feasible using current
state-of-the-art theory. However, we have computed one-
dimensional propagation [42] for a 2 m laser source over
a distance of half a millimeter (see the Supplemental
Material [34]). Our results confirm that the modulations
in the attosecond regime are preserved, and thus, we expect
that the atto or zepto modulations are preserved for longer
driving wavelengths.
We emphasize that the present scheme for generating
zs waveforms does not rely on compensating the attochirp
but rather makes use of the fact that the relative strength of
HHG emission due to multiple rescatterings of the electron
wave packet becomes comparable using mid-IR laser
wavelengths. By controlling the duration and carrier-
envelope offset of >7 m driving laser pulses, the
generation of a regular waveform consisting of modula-
tions with zeptosecond duration is realizable. Although
one can expect to generate even shorter x-ray oscillations
at wavelengths much longer than 9 m, one needs to
consider that at those wavelengths, the drift associated
with the magnetic term of the Lorentz force would lead
to a drift of the electron trajectory away from the parent ion
that becomes comparable to the large expansion of the free
wave packet and, therefore, to a reduction of the harmonic
yield (see the Supplemental Material [34]).
In conclusion, we have identified a route to generate
zeptosecond waveforms, applicable to keV high harmonic
x-rays driven by mid-IR lasers and without any compensa-
tion of the attochirp. Our numerical results have shown that
the keV radiation exhibits an ultrashort fine structure due to
the interference of x-ray emissions from multiple scatter-
ing events. This mechanism is predicted to lead to the
generation of a regular waveform in the zeptosecond
time scale by controlling the duration and carrier-envelope
offset of >7 m driving laser pulses.
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FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Predictions for the width of each keV beat in the waveform (T=2) as a function of the laser wavelength.
(b) Envelope of the x-ray bursts obtained from a 1.5-cycle mid-IR pulse with wavelength  ¼ 9 m. Left insets: electric field of the
driving pulse and high harmonic spectrum. Right inset: spectral content of the second fs burst. Panels (c)–(e) detail the fine temporal
structure of the second fs burst: (solid pink line) absolute value of the electric field, and (dashed blue line) field envelope.
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